Adaptive & Hardy

✓ Single, Seamless Sheet
Covers Entire Roof
✓ Permanently Stops Leaks

EPDM is now the leading
commercial recycled roof
membrane in North America.
These systems have also
received the highest
achievable ratings and
listings in external fire
and wind uplift resistance.
RoofWrap’s EPDM meets or exceeds the product
testing of the American Society for Testing Materials
D4637-04.
Characteristics that contribute to EPDM’s overall
system performance include:

✓ Easily Installed
✓ Low Cost - Long Service Life
✓ 10 Year Warranty

Join satisfied RoofWrap customers across North America
and solve your roofing problems once and for all…
at an affordable price.
If you would like to discuss your mobile home roofing
needs, obtain a price quotation and/or have us send
you RoofWrap samples, simply let us know.
We look forward to speaking with you.

• Cyclical membrane fatigue resistance
• High resistance to ozone, weathering & abrasion
• Flexibility in low temperatures
• Thermal shock durability

GREEN BUILDING

Call Today!

206-550-7336
RoofWrap, LLC
5418 Myrtle Avenue, Freeland, WA 98249 USA
Email: sales@roofwrap.com
www.roofwrap.com

Affordable, Long-Term, Easily Installed

ROOFWRAP FAST FACTS
Why Is RoofWrap Right For You?
RoofWrap Mobile Home Roofing Systems are
simple, tried-and-true, complete system kits
using a single, seamless, white or black, EPDM
rubber sheet membrane that is custom cut to
fit right over the existing roof. No roof seams,
a tough membrane, affordable cost, and simple
installations are the keys to RoofWrap’s popularity
and success. RoofWrap is your only source that
offers these materials all conveniently supplied in
one, easily purchased system.
We offer direct sourcing to commercial grade
materials that have been previously limited to
contractors through wholesale-only sources.
What’s more, you don’t have to buy contractor
size package components. RoofWrap’s custom
kits provide you with just the amount you need for
your job requirements. Need just ten feet of an
item? You’ll be supplied just that, rather than the
100 foot factory roll. Multiply the savings of each
component and the savings are significant.

The RoofWrap kit
delivered to your home
is a complete system,
easily applied by most
any contractor or selfinstalled with no special
tools, in one day, with
just three workers. It
weighs only 1/3 pound per square foot, is able to stretch
three times its relaxed size, is extremely durable and, best
of all, is a great, affordable value.

• Stops Leaks Permanently
• Single Seamless Sheet Covers Entire Roof
Custom cut membrane lessens points of water entry.
Available in Black or White.

• Total Roof Design
Complete system includes all membrane, fasteners, metal
flashings hoods, caulk, sealants, applicators, primers and more.

• Greatly Reduces Maintenance
Unlike messy and temporary coatings and repair mastics,
RoofWrap’s EPDM rubber membrane is a proven, long-term
solution. Roof debris cleans off easily.

• Ten Year Material Warranty
The roof membrane is backed by a ten year warranty.

• Improves Appearance
White membrane provides a clean white surface. Both colors
eliminate unsightly rusting, cracking or evidence of repairs.

• Reduces Roof Noise
Enjoy the peace and quiet that comes with sound absorbing
EPDM rubber.

Time Tested Systems
RoofWrap’s EPDM rubber has been manufactured in
the USA since the mid-1960’s. We have developed
the most cost effective, simple to install and longest
lasting systems in today’s market. No other source
provides you with such a complete, custom package
of top quality, long, proven components.
We are committed to the use of one-piece EPDM
rubber sheets as the best choice for retrofitting over
existing mobile home roofs. RoofWrap is lightweight
and can handle roof stresses with its ability to
stretch three times its relaxed size. All this plus it
is highly puncture, tear and impact resistant and is
made to withstand extremes in temperature, building
movement and thermal shock.
This same EPDM rubber has been the U.S. Federal
Government’s most specified low slope roofing
membrane. From the typhoon-prone facilities in
Guam and Hawaii to the extremes of Alaska and
cross all of North America, EPDM rubber has met
their needs.
Ask those in the professional commercial roofing
field: EPDM is the number one roofing choice of
architects, roof consultants and contractors for both
new construction and replacement roofing projects
according to Building Design and Construction
magazine and the National Roofing Contractors
Association market surveys.

• Reduces Energy Costs
White membrane and use of optional insulation board will
reduce heating and cooling costs.

• Puncture Resistant
Tough, durable and elastic EPDM rubber resists penetrations.

• Resists Sun Damage
EPDM rubber is known for its resistance to harsh UV exposure.

Annually, over 1 billion square feet of new EPDM
roof coverings are installed in the United States.
Within just the United States, more than 500,000
warranted roofs and 20 billion square feet have
been installed.

